Clothoids, i.e. curves Z(s) in RI whoem curvatures xes) are linear fitting functions of arclength ., have been nued for some time for curve fitting purposes in engineering applications. The first part of the paper deals with some basic interpolation problems for lothoids and studies the existence and uniqueness of their solutions.
Introduction
The characteristic property of curves known as Cornu-spirals or clothoids is that their curvature x(s) is a linear function of the arc length, i(s) = Xo + As. Straight lines (Io = 0, A = 0) and circles (A = 0) may he considered as limiting cases. We are interested in constructing C 2 -curves in the plane R 2 which are composed of finitely many Cornu-spirals; that is, C 2 -curves whose curvature is a continuous piecewise linear function of their arc lengths. We will call such curves clothoidal splines. Typical elementary problems encountered in such an effort are to construct a clothoid joining a given straight line and a given circle, or joining two circles. Composite curves of this type have been used by engineers, for instance, for the construction of highway sections, some of which are specified to be straight lines and circles. A more complex problem is to construct a clothoidal spine Z through a sequence of finitely many points (xi, yi) E R 2 , i = 0, 1, .. , n + I such that the integral
along the curve is minimal. This problem can be considered as an approximation to the "true" problem of curve fitting in R 2 , namely that of finding a curve Z(*) minimizing this integral among all C 2 -curves passing through the given points. The latter problem has been studied by several authors (Lee, Forsythe 171,1 Mehlum 181), and its exact solution leads to a multipoint boundary value problem for elliptic functions (Reinsch [14] ). Mehlum [81 also proposed to approximate its solution by solving the corresponding multipoint boundary value problem for clothoidal spline functions, however the resulting clothoidal spline does in general not minimize the integral K among all interpolating clothoidal splnes (see also Pal and Nutbourne [101 for a related use of clothoidal splines in computer aided geometric design).
There is also the problem of smoothing: for given points (xi, yn, i = 0, 1,. . . , n + 1, the problem is to find a clothoidal spline Z in such a way that its deviation (in the least squares sense) from the given points is not greater than a prescribed tolerance and the integral K along Z is minimal (compare Reinsch 1131 for the related problem for spline functions).
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Cornu-spirals can be easily computed in terms of Fresnel integrals, though admittedly not as easily as the cubic polynomials generally used for spline functions. In contrast to the latter, however, clothoidal splines are represented in terms of the natural parameter of plane curves; namely, the curvature as function of arc length. Furthermore, we hope that they do not exhibit the drawbacks observed with other schemes for curve fitting which have been observed in practice, namely, a tendency toward oscillations.
In the first section we list some elementary properties of Cornu-spirals and Fresnel integrals, mainly taken from Abramowitz and Stegun [1] . The second section deals with simple interpolation problems for a single Cornu-spriral. Section 3 is devoted to interpolation with clothoidal spirals; section 4 to the problem of smoothing.
Elementary properties of Cornu-spirals
By definition, a Cornu-spiral or clothoid is a curve, x(sl Z(s) = ,SER,
whose curvature x(s) = xO + As is a linear function of arc length s. 
Moreover, F(z) can be expressed in the following way [see [1] , (7.3.9), (7.3.10)1: 319z) = jZ -1/(UZ to be used later on:
I7
CIforz>0, S Iforz>0, By (1.Sa), (1.5b), I lh(z) I decreases strictly monotonically toward 0 for z -+ -. The same holds for NI():
I I(z)1 I decreases strictly monotonically toward 0 as zs + oo.
(
Thefollowing is a consequence of (1.6) and (1.5): 
Therefore, the curve F(z) crosses any fixed ray 
The evolute of Z. that is the locus of all centers of curvature M(s) of Z(s) for s £ R, is given by
. Again, the evolute M is a spiral type of curve with the following properties:
(a) follows directly from (1.7) and (1.11), (b) and (c) follow from (1.11), and (d) from (1.7] , since V(+(s)l is an orthogonal matrix. Furthermore, 
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(1.14)
is not a straight line, we have the additional inequality
which proves the first part of (1.14). The second part follows from the first, as
Interpolation properties of Cornu spirals
In this section we study some simple interpolation problems for Cornu spirals. In stating the results we make use of oriented circles Ktar) : +r i I 0 ' 4;+ 2n} sin4 I )1I
whose orientation is determined by the sign of the radius r # 0, and of oriented lines
[sin a I whose orientation is deterined by the direction of the vector (cos a, sin a)T. We say that the orientations of an oriented line g and of an oriented circle K(a,r) not meeting g are coherent, if K(a,r) lies in the same halfplane determined by g which contains the point
b + sia cos aj

Coherent orientation Incoherent orientation FIGuRE 2
A first simple result refers to the problem of joining a line to a circle by a Cornu spiral. 
If g meets K or the orientation of g and K are not coherent, then there is no such interpolating Cornu-spiral.
Of course, a similar result holds for joining an oriented circle K to an oriented line (in this order) by an oriented Cornu-spiral which we do not state explicitly.
PROOF: 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that r= I/x >0 and g is the x-axis in R 2 with its usual orientation. Since K(a,r) is coherently oriented with g, the center a = (xOy 0 )T of K is such that 3
:=Yor = yOx>l.
Any positively oriented Cornu-spiral touching the x-axis at ( 0 ,O)T with s = 0 (i.e., +0 = 0, Z0) = 0) with a curvature x(O) = x0 = 0 has the form (see (1.2)).
with some A > 0. In order to solve the problem it suffices to determine s > 0 and A > 0 such that Z has at s the curvature x and (xo,yo)T as center of curvature (see fig. 3 ).
x. =+ cc, there exists therefore a unique solution 4'> 0 of (2.2), which can be found by Newton's method. In terms of 4', the solution of the problem is
The proof of (2) is straightforward.
We now turn to the problem of joining two oriented circles,
by an oriented Cornu spiral.
We first show an auxiliary result for the family of Cornu spirals Z1 (s), A>O with xo=O0, +0=0,
given by [see (1.10), (1.5a)]
ZA (S) =-(V (A ) h (S [) 1[ )
For their center of curvature MA (s) taken at arclength s: = x/A for which x(s) = Y, the following holds:
so that because of (1.6} (c), (1.11) and (1.13)
As an easy consequence, we get (2.4) THEoREM: Let Ki (ai, l/xi), i = 1,2 be two oriented circles. 
that is the Cornu spiral ZA, has two osculating circles of radii 1/xl and 1/x 2 respectively, whose centers MA' (xi/A'), i = 1,2 have the desired distance. This proves the "if" part of (1). To prove the "only if" part, note that by (1.13)(d), the centers of curvature of any Cornu spiral are different for different arclengths, so that a, t a 2 is a necessary condition for the existence of a Cornu spiral joining two different circles KI, K 2 . The rest follows from (1.14).
(2.) Assmne xl > 0 > x 2 and II al -a 2 11 > I/ 1 -1/x 2 . Then, because of (2.3)
Hence by a continuity argument there exists A' > 0 such that
which proves the "if" part of (2). The "only if" part is trivial. We next turn to the following problems:
(2.6) PROBLEM: For a given oriented circle K and two points P 0 6 K and PI 6 K find an oriented Cornu-spiral connecting PO to P 1 (in this order) which has K as osculating circle at PO (see figs. 4 (A), (B) ).
(2.6) is equivalent to the problem of connecting a point PI £ K to a point Po 6 K (in this order) on an oriented circle K by an oriented Cornu spiral which has K as osculating circle at Po. Using suitable reflections and changes of orientation [compare fig. 4 (B), (C)], (2.6) is seen to be equivalent to the following, which involves only positive orientations:
(2.6') PROBLEM: For a given positively oriented circle K = K(MO, 1/x), x> 0, and two points Po £ K and PI £ K find a positively oriented Cornu-spiral with K as osculating circle at PO, which leads from Po to PI, if PI is inside, K and leads from P 1 to PO if Pi, if PI is outside K.
Clearly, (2.6') depends only on x and the relative positions of PO and PI so that we may assume without loss of generality
By (i1. 10) the class of positively oriented Cornu spirals Z with
is given by it PROOF. It follows from (2.7): we have from (2.7)
and from (1.6), (2.8), the estimates
for all s with xA(s) = x+As > 0.
Two cases are possible with respect to the location of the target point Pi = r I 1
' O]
(2.10) (2.11) which will be treated somewhat differently.
Case (1): 0 < r < /x , P 1 lies in the interior of K Case (2): r > 1 /x , PI lies outside of K.
In Case (1) there is a sufficiently smallX > 0 such that
Note this is exactly true if r = 0, P 1 = 0, for then by (2.8),
CA(+ cc= hAO0 forallk>0
If r> 0, a suitable A > 0 can be found because of (2.1 1). With A > 0 satisfying (2.12), consider the rays dA: {hA+ a(PI-hAW) oI 0} , 0<ACA
extending from hA towards PI (see fig. 6 ).
Cs (s, )) FIGURE 6
Because of (2.10) and using the same reasoning as with (1.8), every Cornu spiral CA(s), 0 < A A cuts dA infinitely often at abscissae 0 S sI(A) <s 2 (A) < . . ., which satisfy estimates of the form [cf. +A(sl(A)) + 3n/2 4 *A(s,+1 (Al) Since by (2.18) n is arbitrary, this gives the existence of countably many Cornu-spirals satisfying the interpolation requirement. 
lS-N =-ax/(l + I-a) =-xr (1-1-a)
A S -PN = -X (1I-1-fa) so that by (2.20) rA(L-N) = r + )JLN X V'Tha> Xj(L-pN) = X VrFh7 3 a > 0
19)(c). (2.19)(a) follows from s-N-(A) > S-N-n-I, (2.21) implying T-N-n-l
Interpolation by Clothoidal Splines
Z(s)
Zi + I
Ic (+i(t)) dt
Si Lsinm so that Z(s) is a c 2 -curve; that is, the Zi(.), +i(.) , xi(.) satisfy the following continuity conditions for anll i = 0, 1. n-i:
with Ti :=si+ -si. Of course, the parameters si are determined by the Tij Si+I = To + Tr + + Ti so that instead of the si, we may take the Ti > 0 as parameters. Note that we do not require A 1 i 0, so that Z(s) may contain linear or circular segments.
In this section we study the interpolation problem of finding a clothoidal spline passing through a finite number of given points. In this form, the problem is not very meaningful, since by Theorem (2.25) it has arbitrarily many different solutions. More interesting is the problem of finding an interpolating clothoidal spline with minimal f x(s) 2 ds, in analogy to cubic spline interpolation. which is separable in variables Pi. are F' (P) =(a, vO,  v 1 , vj,. .. a n , va) In terms of the notation just introduced, (3.3) is equivalent to the minimization problem,
The transpose F' (P9 of its gradient and its Hessian F (Pt
Fo
be the Lagrangean of (3.12) and suppose that (3.12) satisfies the usual first order necessary and second order sufficient conditions at the optimal point P (which we assume to exist):
1. The Jacobian G' (P) of G at P has full row rank and there exists a A such that (P, A) is a stationary point of L: holds for all P t 0 satisfying G' (P)P = 0.
Then P and A can be found as the solution of the nonlinear equations (3.13). The Jacobian +' of + is a highly structured matrix of the form
(3.14)
where G' is given by (3.10). It is seen from (3.5), (3.10) that LPP has the same block-structure as Fi (3.5). In solving (3.13), Newton's method can be applied to generate iterates W(k), Afk)), k = 0, 1,... by solving at each iterate (p (k), A(k)) the linear equations
For the Newton direction I 6 )] with+' given by (3.14).
Since computing the Hessian L (Pk), A.k)) may be too costly, we may replace by choosing a step size Ok, 0 < k 6; 1, for example as in Han [5] , by minimizing a certain penalty function along the ray
After having computed the new iterate (p(k+1) , A0"+1)), one may use a rank-2 update formula, say the PSB-update formula, on each 4 x 4 block H 4 ) in order to generate another matrix Hlfk+ l) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n, and thereby H 0 ' +l), having the same structure (3.16) as HIk) and satisfying the usual Quasi-Newton equation:
When solving (3.17), the structure of H~k) (3.16) and G '(Pk) (3.10) can be exploited to reduce the number of operations drastically. For ease of notation, let us drop the superscripts and arguments mn (3.17) and write briefly [d] for the right hand side -+(Ptk), Alk)) of (3.17). The problem then is to solve an equation of the form Again, because of the band-structure of (3.10), the number N = O(n) of Givens reflexions needed is linear in n, so that the unitary matrix
need not be computed explicitly, but can be stored in product form. Partition the matrix
are the last two columns of Q, which are computed using the product form of (3.21), Q is not needed explicitly. Introduce new variables 
G'dP = Lt, = d -tj
can be solved for t in O(n) steps using the structure of L (3.20), and the vector
is computed using (3.21).
Now we turn to the first set of equations (3.19)
Multiplying these equations by 9T and introducing t 1 and t 2 instead of 6P, we get because of
Again, the 2 x 2 matrix Q T HQ and the vectors QTHP 1 can be computed with 0(n) operations using the block structure of H (3.16). t 2 is obtained by solving the two linear equations (3.23) and rP is calculated by P2 :=&=2t2, dP =P1l+2 p All in all, we can compute the solution of (3.19) with 0(n) arithmetic operations, so that the HanPowell method is quite effective in our case. The method has been realized and successively tested by Huckle [61. With respect to a convergence analysis of the above method (the method converges locally superlinearly under some mild assumptions) we refer to the literature Han [4,51, Powell [12] , Tapia [161. 
Smoothing by Clothoidal Splines
We consider the following generalization of LG' ° J L6A d j for 6P, 6A, where H and G' are given matrices with the structure (4.12) and (4.9), respectively. An algorithm of the type considered at the end of the previous section leads to difficulties inasmuch as it would take O(n 3 ) operations to solve (4.14) because it requires the computation and storage of a large dense matrix of the order O(n). Another numerically stable way to solve the linear system (4.14), which exploits the symmetry of the matrix II 1 (4.15) would be to use the Bunch-Parlett decomposition of (4.15) (see Bunch, Parlett [41) . However, this method requires a pivot selection in each basic elimination step, which, though preserving the symmetry, will in general destroy the specific block structure of the matrix in (4.15). This method, therefore, also requires (N 3 ) operations to solve (4.14). A cheaper method for solving (4.14) might be a variant of the conjugate gradient algorithm for solving linear equations Ax = b with a symmetric nonsingular, but perhaps indefinite matrix A, which is described in Paige and Saunders [91. This method can take the block structure (4.12), (4.9) of H and G' into account and therefore requires only 0(n 2 ) operations and 0(n) storage to solve (4.14). It is interesting to note in this context that the system (4.14) can be solved with only 0(n) operations, if the block-diagonal matrix Lpp(P, A) (4.10) would be positive definite at the solution (P, A) of (4.7). In this case, it can be shown that the matrices H(k) (4.12) generated by the usual update techniques (PSP-, DFP-, or BFGS-methods) will be positive definite, at least locally, if the starting values [P4O), AM 0 ), and 110] are sufficiently close to (P, A) and Lpp(P, A), respectively.
If H is positive definite, then a numerically stable method of solving (4.14) requiring only 0(n) operations runs as follows:
In a first step compute the Cholesky decomposition of Both algorithms require only O(n) operations for solving (4.14) in each Newton step, but the former will be numerically more stable, as it avoids the calculation of AAT and cancels products such as LL-1 , RR-1 , which arise inherently during the solution of (4.24), as often as possible.
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